
Homeowners can see          
expenses add up quickly. From 
home improvement projects to 
ticky-tack repairs, people are 
looking to avoid additional costs  
for their home. But what        
projects make sense to take care 
of  on your own, and which ones 
need professional assistance? 
Here are some examples that 
will help guide your plans. 

  

When to DIY and when to hire help 

A P R I L  2 0 2 0  

Trained Professional   
Major electrical work—Anything 
involving wiring can be extremely 
dangerous and should be left to a 
licensed electrician. 
Extensive plumbing—Replacing 
any fixtures can cause extensive 
flooding if not done properly. 
HVAC installation—Since these 
are some of the more expensive 
pieces of equipment in your 
home, don’t try installing units 
yourself, as it may void the      
warranty. 
Remodeling projects—Don’t start 
knocking down or building new 
walls without first discussing the 
project with a maintenance or  
remodeling professional. 
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IT’S BUSINESS AS USUAL-ISH!                                                                                                                     

The Thomsen Team is committed to keeping us all safe and healthy!    

 Necessary face to face meetings are kept as brief as possible  
 We carry hand sanitizer, disinfecting wipes and gloves with us – and we share! 
 We do as much as we can remotely, including virtual home tours from attic to basement! 

 Writing an offer, completing listing documents, and any other paperwork can be done remotely 
with the use of platforms like Zoom and digital signature technology. 

 And of course, no hugs, high fives, or handshakes (yet!) with our clients when we get an accepted 
offer or close on the house of their dreams.   

Interest rates are low and we continue to get multiple offers on properties.  
 

     Check out  HELPFUL THOUGHTS FOR BUYERS & SELLERS IN TODAY'S CURRENT MARKET   at          
http://www.waukesharealestateonline.com/2221739.html 

 DIY Projects                        
Clogged pipes—You can often   
fix these with plungers or       
commercial drain cleaning    
products.                                     
Broken toilet handle—If your  
toilet doesn’t flush, remove the 
tank lid and see if the chain is  
detached from the lever.                                      
HVAC maintenance—You can 
easily change your system’s    
filter yourself.                                  
Blown fuse—Simply throwing  
the switch in your circuit breaker 
could get your power back on.                                
New light switches—It’s fairly 
easy to replace a switch. Just 
make sure you turn off the       
circuit breaker before touching 
any  electrical outlet. 
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